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when your date asks you to take her home, be alert but not foreboding. don’t be distant. instead,
hold her hand, compliment her on her outfit, ask her questions about herself, and flirt with her. don’t

expect the conversation to be dull! you can tell a lot about a person when shes hesitating. hes
hesitating? shed probably like to get back to her friends. hes hesitating? shes probably nervous or

hes afraid hes got the wrong idea. hes hesitating? hes thoughtful. hes hesitating? hes hesitating hes
a really great guy. the most important part of your game is to keep your features neutral. when a

man makes a mistake by asking a woman what to do, he often gets one of two responses: “do
whatever you want” or “no.” this is because men are all confused about what they should do. men

are intimidated and often uncomfortable and afraid to take the lead. and when they make a mistake,
women accuse them of being domineering, old-fashioned, or “mean”. women, on the other hand,
have no problem leading, taking charge, and asserting themselves. since men are afraid to take

charge, women usually resort to verbal fights. there are so many other ways to approach a girl, a lot
of ways are not very stealth. most of them are just a typical pick-up line, which means that they can
work only for a certain kind of girls. let me elaborate that. you think that finding love is a matter of

cause and effect, that to get love you have to perform a bunch of tricks.all you have to do is to
remember the crucial factor in this equation: appeal of your attitude toward the world. girls react to

personality.
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